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Artillery: An Illustrated History of Its Impact (Weapons and Warfare)ABC Clio, 2007


	This volume traces the history of artillery and its place in society

	from the ancient world to the present. The term “artillery” is derived

	from the Latin ars, or artis, terms for “craft” that later evolved

	through the Old French atillier, meaning “to deck, adorn with care

	or arrange”; atil,...
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Marketing and Selling Professional Services in Architecture and ConstructionJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009

	This practical book on selling and marketing will help architects, engineers, project managers, facilities managers, surveyors, and contractors ‘sell’ themselves to prospective clients.


	As clients become more sophisticated at both local and international level, and as competition in the construction industry increases,...
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Eskimo Architecture: Dwelling and Structure in the Early Historic PeriodUniversity of Alaska Press, 2003

	The architecture of Eskimo peoples represents a diversified and successful means of coping with one of the most severe climates humankind can inhabit. The popular image of the igloo is but one of the many structures examined by experts Lee and Reinhardt in the first book-length and arctic-wide study of this remarkable subject.

	Lavishly...
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Ophthalmic Microsurgical Suturing TechniquesSpringer, 2007

	This is a reference text for both the novice and the accomplished ophthalmic surgeon. The book imparts basic information on tissue tactics and knot tying and demonstrates the applicability of these techniques to various microsurgical situations, in both the anterior and the posterior segment of the eye. Illustrated with photos and line...
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A Word to the Wise: Traditional Advice and Old Country WaysDover Publications, 2019

	
		If you've ever wondered whether carrots improve your vision (they do) and why elephants have great memories, consult A Word to the Wise. You'll discover that it's never too late to learn from a proverb or an old wives' tale. This captivating book is a fascinating compilation of age-old expressions and...
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Understanding the IBM WebFacing Tool: A Guided Tour (IBM Illustrated Guide series)MC Press, 2003
Written for IBM eServer iSeries programmers responsible for converting applications to a web-based interface, this book takes users through WebFacing a sample green screen application using IBM WebSphere Development Studio Client. How to use the different features of the tool to enhance the application after the initial conversion is demonstrated,...
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HTML, XHTML, and CSS, Sixth Edition (Visual Quickstart Guide)Peachpit Press, 2006
Like previous editions, HTML 4 for the World Wide Web: Visual QuickStart Guide has won universal praise for being the most succinct, indispensable guide to using HTML to design Web pages. Completely updated for HTML 4, this third edition covers such important innovations as Cascading Style Sheets and dynamic HTML, as well as the improved...
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Functional Neuroanatomy, 2nd Edition (Lange Basic Science)McGraw-Hill, 2005
Sci-Tech Book News : Afifi (neurology, anatomy, University of Iowa) and Bergman (anatomy and cell biology, University of Iowa) provide clinical correlation chapters and simplified schematics to illustrate neural pathways, in this medical text emphasizing human neuroanatomy.  For this second edition, new chapters have been added on...
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An Illustrated History of the United States of America (Background Books)Longman Publishing Group, 1990
A fascinating history of the USA from the time of the Amerindians to the culturally diverse but united country of today.
     
This is a companion volume to "An Illustrated History of Britain". It traces the history of the USA from the time of the Amerindians, through to the arrival of the Europeans, to the present day. Topics...
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Digital Signal TransmissionCambridge University Press, 1992

	This book provides an up-to-date and thorough grounding in the concepts of modern digital transmission. It is written in a pedagogic style, aimed at enabling readers to understand the fundamental concepts and processes. System descriptions are included, however the text also explains the basic techniques of transmission, and includes the...
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Liposuction: Principles and PracticeSpringer, 2006

	The contributors to this book have spent time and effort presenting the cosmetic and plastic surgeon with information on the techniques and uses of liposuction for cosmetic and non-cosmetic surgery purposes. This constitutes the first book on cosmetic and non-cosmetic liposuction. It provides a how-to-do manual for all procedures of cosmetic...
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Read & Think Spanish, Premium Third EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2017

	Your first-class ticket to building key Spanish language skills


	From the bestselling Read & Think series, this fully-illustrated third edition of Read & Think Spanish brings the Spanish language to life! In addition to introducing, developing, and growing key vocabulary, this book gives you an insider’s look at the...
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